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In this paper some local group theoretic properties of a simple group G 
of order p * 3@ * 2b are found. These are applied in a later paper to show there 
are no simple groups of order 7 * 3” * 2b other than the three well-known 
ones. R. Brauer [4] has shown there are only the three known simple groups 
LI, , A, , and O,(3) of order 5 .3” * 2b. His treatment uses modular character 
theory especially for the prime 5. It follows from J. Thompson’s X-group 
paper [9] that if G is a simple group of order p + 3” * 2*, then p = 5,7, 13, or 
17. In our later treatment of the case p ‘=-T 7 we seem to need the results of 
the N-group paper itself. This present paper prepares the way. 
\?re begin with some general properties of groups all of whose local 
subgroups are constrained. These depend upon a result in [IO-Theorem I]. 
A converse to this shows that a p-group D in G is contained in some defect 
group D, of a nonprincipal p-block if and only if O,(C(D)) f e. This shows 
that if O,,(C(ZL))) -# e, O,(C(d)) -fi e for any nontrivial d in D. We apply 
the result to a group in which p ~sr~. In particular if O,,(C(D)) # E, 
then I D I 2.; p and C(U) has certain special properties. This implies a 
result of [(i-Theorem 11. The proof applies to arbitrary primes. 
We apply these results to a simple group of order p 13” - 2” other than one 
of the known such groups. After a preliminary character theoretic argument 
we show that 2 E =d and 3 q! ‘TV . Also O&II) = e and O,(K) == e if H is a 
2-local subgroup and K is a 3-local subgroup. Finally, all nonprincipal 2 or 3 
blocks are of full defect. In particular, there is a character of degree 2b and 
one of degree 3”. This uses the deep results of [7] and [8] to treat the cases 
2 E rr2 and 2 E rB. The definitions of ~a, sra ,7~~ are the same as in [9] and 
appear below. 
The notation is standard as follows. If H is a subset, C(H) and N(ll) are 
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the centralizers and normalizers of Ii. Also C,(H) and N,(H) are C(H) n K 
and N(H) n K where K is a subset. In particular C,(H) is denoted Z(H). 
The group generated by elements hi ,..., h, is (h, ,..., h,). The cardinality of 
H is denoted i H . I f  P is ap-group we let J&(P) be the group generated by 
the elements of order pm in P. If  G is a group and H a subgroup M(H) is the 
set of subgroups of G normalized by H. The principal p-block is denoted 
Bo( PI* 
Some notation from the N-group paper is needed. It is also found in 
Gorenstcin [5]. Let P be a p-group. A maximal normal Abelian subgroup of 
P of rank m is said to be in SCN,JP). If  A E SCN,(P) for some Sylow 
p-group P, then A is said to be in SCN,Jp). The following subdivision of 
primes p dividing 1 G 1 occurs in [9]. Here P is a Sylow p-group of G. 
P E=1 if P is cyclic. 
PE772 if SCNs( p) = 4 and P is not cyclic. 
p E ~a if SCNs( p) -# (b and M(P) # e. 
P E=4 if SCNs( p) f  4 and M(P) = e. 
A group H is called p-constrained if C(P) C O,,,(H) where P is a Sylow 
p-group of O,,,(H). 
2. DEFECT GROUPS 
We remark first that trivially O,(C(D)) = O,(N(D)) and so the statement 
O,(C(D)) # e is equivalent to the statement O,(N(D)) f  6. This elementary 
fact will be used without further comment. We start with the following 
converse of [l&Corollary 11. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a group for which the p-local subgroups are p- 
constrained. Any maximal p-group D > e for which O,,(C(D)) f  e is the 
defect group for a nonprincipal p-block of G. 
Proof. Let D bc a maximal p-group for which O,,(C(D)) # e. Clearly 
O,(fi(D)) f  e. This means by [3-Theorem I] that N(D) has a nonprincipal 
p-block b. Let D, be the defect group for b. Clearly D 2 D, by [2-I 9F]. 
I f  D $ Dl , O,,(C(D,)) = e and so O,,(N(D,)) # e. Let y  # e be a 
p’-element of C(D,,) existing by [2-I 6R]. Then (y) x Dl acts on D, = 
O,(N(D,)). Now R : C,&D,) Q N(D,) and so R 4 C(D,). As R is a 
p-group, R C D, by [2]. Now y  centralizes D, and so by the A x B lemma 
[5-5.3.41, y  centralizes D, . This contradicts the p-constraint and shows 
D = 4. 
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This shows b has defect group D. It now follows from [2-I lOB] that 
bc .: B is a nonprincipal p-block of G with defect group D. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose G satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2.1. rf 
O,(N(D)) # e, O,,(N(D,)) f- e for any D, C D, D, -f e, D any p-group. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, D c D, a defect group for a nonprincipal p-block 
of G. By [IO-Corollary I] O,,(N(D,)) f  e as D, C D C D, . 
Remarks 1. Lemma 2.1 and [IO-Corollary 1] show that a p-group 
D -# e is contained in a defect group for a nonprincipal p-block if and only 
if O&C(D)) # e. 
In this section we derive some consequences of the condition p E n4. 
They are not needed for the study of simple groups of order p * 3” * 2” but 
seem to have enough general interest for inclusion here. We still assume 
the p-local subgroups arc p-constrained. The following theorem is in some 
respects similar to [9-Lemma 6.61. The result for p =: 2 is essentially the 
same as [6-Theorem I] and will be needed for the study of simple groups of 
order p . 3” * 2b. The method of proof appears to be quite different from 
that in [6]. 
We define U(P) to be the set of elementary Abelian subgroups of order p2 
normal in P where P is ap-group and in Z(P) if Z(P) is noncyclic. Also ci( p) 
is the set of G(P) where P is a Sylow p-group. 
WC prove first a fundamental lemma which appears in the Odd Order 
Paper, Pac. JOUY. Math. 13 (1963). 
LEMMA 3.1. If .%X,(P) # e, any element of U(P) is contained in some 
element of SCNa(P). 
Proof. Suppose U E U(P). Let A 4 P, A E SC-V,(P). Assume CT Q A. 
We will find A, such that U 5 A, , A, E SCNs(P). 
Let W = Q,(A). Then C,(U) ::= WI has index at most p in W. Also 
(c’, IV,) is Abelian and m((Ii, TV,)) > m(W) >, 3 as U g W. Also 
(U, WI) (I P as W, and U are normal in P. Let A, be a maximal normal 
Abelian subgroup of P containing (U, W,). Then A, E SCNa(P) and we are 
done. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose G is a group in which p E r4 and the p-local 
subgroups are p-constrained. If Os,(h7(D)) f  e for D a nontrivial p-group, 
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then 1 D 1 = p and C(D) contains no element of U(p). Also, any nontrivial 
element of C(D) contained in an element of SCNs( p) acts fixed point free on 
O,,(C(D)) and there is such a nontrivial element. 
Proof. Suppose first there is a d E D, d # e, for which C(d) contains 
an element U of U(p). By Corollary 2.2, K = O,,(C(d)) # e and so U 
normalizes K. Therefore, there is an element v E U such that C,(v) f: e 
by [5-Theorem 5.3.161, v # e. 
We now suppose that v # e is any p-element of C(d) for which CK(v) f e. 
Let D, = (d, v). Then e # C,(v) 4 C(D,) and so O,,(C(D,)) # e. 
Corollary 2.2 now implies O,(C(v)) # e. If now v E A E SCN.J p), this 
means A normalizes O,(C(v)) contradicting the Transitivity theorem 
[5-8.541. However, by Lemma 3.1 there is an element of SCXs(P) containing 
U and we have a contradiction. 
This shows that no element U of r/(p) centralizes any element d # e of D. 
If U 4 P, P a Sylow p-group, C,(U) has index at most p in P. If we suppose 
D c P, we see D must have order p as C(d) does not contain U for d E D, 
d+ e. 
Furthermore, if v is an element of C(d) contained in any element of 
SCXs( p) for which CK(v) f e we have a contradiction. Here, K is still 
O,,(C(d)). Consequently any such v acts fixed point free on K. We may choose 
such a v by taking anyp-element in C(d) in the center of a Sylowp-group of G. 
All parts of the theorem have been proved. 
We now obtain immediately the result of [6-Theorem I]. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If p = 2 in Theorem 3.2, O,jN(D)) = e for any non- 
trivial 2-group D. 
Proof. As SCNs(2) -f 4, any element 7 of order 2 must normalize some 
A E SCNs(2). But then 7 centralizes a Cgroup in A for which the involutions 
cannot act fixed point free on O,,(C(r)) by [5-Theorem 5.3.161. 
COROLLARY 3.4. If the p-local subgroups of G are p-constrained and 
p E n?Tq , the nonprincipal p-blocks are of defect 1 or 0,O if p = 2. 
Proof. This follows immediately from [IO-Corollary I], Theorem 3.2 
and Corollary 3.3. 
4. p E 773 
We consider now the case p E ~a. The following theorem illustrates a 
fundamental distinction between ~a and np. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Suppose G is a group in zohi& the p-focal s~gro~ps me 
p-constrained andp E v3 . Then there is an ekment v $ e contained in U E U( p} 
for which O,,(C(v)) f e. 
Proof. Let U (1 P, Pa Syfow p-group, U E U(P). Suppose O~,~C~~~~ - e 
for each v f e in U. Let A E SCiv,(P>, A 2 zi. Such a.n A exists by Lemma 
3.1. By [E-7.6,5] C(A) = A x D where D is a @‘-group. By Corollary 2.2 
D =: e as ~~,(C(~)) = e for e f v E U I; A. The transitivity theorem 
[S-8.5.4] shows there is a unique maximal P invariant q-group for each 
prime q$p. As p~rra, there is a nontrivial maximal P invariant 
g-group Q # e for some prime p f p by [5-6.2.2i]. 
‘?;ow U acts on Q and so by 15-5.3.161 there is a v # e in U for which 
Co(v) # e. We know O~~(C(v)~ = e. Let K = O,{&‘(v)). By thep-constraint, 
C(K) C K. In particular K does not centrahzc C,(v). As Q is P invariant 
this must mean P $? K or [K, Co(v)] C K A Q =:- e. Therefore P is not a 
Sylow p-group of C(a) or KC P. In particular v is not in the center of P. 
As C,(zt) is of index p in P and C,(g) is not a Sylow p-group of C(v), we see 
C,(v) is of index p in a Sylow p-group P, of C(v). Let A = C,(v). Clearly PI 
and P are Sylow subgroups of X(R) and so P1 : P7 where 7 E N(R) by 
Sylow’s theorem. 
However, A E C,(u) = R and so A7 C R. Also Q is invariant under & 
and A7 E SCNa(Pi). Clearly p is invariant under PI . As A f R i;: PI, p 
is invariant under A. As there is a unique maximal A invariant q-group, 
Q = Q’. However, v is in the center of PI and Co(v) -f e, We showed above 
this was impossible and the theorem is proved. 
5. Ax ORTHOGOXMJTY RELATIOX 
In this section a result invoiving generalized characters is proved and then 
applied to simple groups of order p * 3” * 2b. Let n be a set of primes dividing 
1 G ! where G is any group, We assume in this section that # is a class function 
and so Z/I = Gtr ajxi , where the xa are irreducible characters and the ai 
complex numbers. Suppose q is a prime not in n and B is a q-block containing 
none of xi , i = 1, 2 ,..., t. 
Proo$ By the o~hogonali~ relations [2-II-I.3 and 6A] C ~~Tw~ m -= 0 
when summed over all q-regular 2t in C(T). An element in C’(T) which is 
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q-regular is necessarily a x element or e. As 4/1 vanishes on x elements, 
$(T) X(T) = 0. It follows that #( 2’) x(T) = 0. 
LEM~N.~ 5.2. Suppose that C(T) is a {q, n) floup for all q-elements T and 
that # vanishes on all x-elmwnts, x E B. Then #x vanishes on all q-singular 
elements. In pmticular, if a Sylow q-group has order 40, $: 1 #(e) x(e). If 
q r 3,4(e) this implies 4” 1 x(e) and x is of defect zero. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, #x vanishes on all q-singular elements. If Q is a 
SY~OW q-group +x I Q is a multiple of the regular representation and so 
4” I 4(e) x(e). Clearly if 4 f 4/l(e), $ I x(4 
We return to a simple group G of order p * 3” * 2b. By [4 Property I] we can 
assume that a p-element r is self centralizing in G. There is therefore only 
one p-block of full defect, B,(p). Let 1 N((P))~ = p . s where s 1 p - 1. 
The results of [l] describe the characters in Bu( p). There are s ordinary 
characters x0 ,..., xn-r and a family of (p - 1)/s -= t exceptional characters of 
the same degree xrO,..., xt O. For convenience set xs = x:-r ,vj”. There are 
signs & equaling il such that xi(r) .= & for i = O,..., s. This implies 
xi(e) = &(mod p). Also ~~=, sixi vanishes for p-regular elements. 
Clearly, some xi is a power of 3, say 3”, and some xj is a power of 2, say 2s. 
Let B(3) bc the 3-block containing the character of degree 3= and B(2) be the 
2-block containing the character of degree 2s. If either of the characters is x.p 
let B(3) or B(2) be the block containing any one, say xr”. Here B(3) and B(2) 
are not of full defect as in [4--p. 902, Paragraph I]. 
LEMMA 5.3. If B,(p) n B(2) n B(3) = I$, then B(2) and B(3) me of 
defect zero. Moreover, any nonprincipal 2 or 3-block is of defect zero. In particular 
ol=aandP=b. 
Proof. Suppose xi is the character of degree 331 and i f s. If i -= s let xj 
be the character of degree 2s and reverse the present argument. As in [4, p. 902 
Paragraph 341, B(3) consists of characters of degree 3”. The modular con- 
stituents of these all have degree at least 30 and so there is one modular 
character of degree 3a in B(3). By [2-I-3D] it is clear there are 3”-” of them. 
Let # be their sum. Here p(e) = 3” and 4 vanishes on all 3-singular elements. 
Appiy Lemma 5.2 with x = xj ifj # s and xl0 otherwise. This shows x is of 
defect zero as 2 { 3” and so B(2) is of defect zero. Now reapply Lemma 5.2 
with #J = xj or xl0 if j = s and x = xi . This shows B(2) and B(3) are of 
defect zero. 
If B is a nonprincipal 2 or 3 block apply Lemma 5.2 with $ a character of 
degree 3” or 2b to see B is of defect zero. Here the characters of B are in B,(p) 
as in [4 p. 902 Paragraph 31. 
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6. 2E7r* 
We suppose that G is a simple group of order p * 3~ * 2”. The centralizer 
of each involution is a (2, 3) group by [4-Property 11. In particular it is 
solvable and so 2-constrained by [5 Theorem 63.31. If G is not one of the 
groups listed in [8], the classification theorem of [8] shows 2 $ w2 . We show 
in this section that 2 $ rra . It will then follow that 2 E q . 
LEMMA 6.1. If  G is a simple group of order p * 3” * 2b not listed in 181, then 
2ETr4. 
Proof. As above, 2 $ n, by [8]. Suppose then 2 E ~a . The results of [7] 
will be applied. In particular Theorem C will be used to provide a contra- 
diction. Here G is balanced by [7 Lemma 23. As 2 E us, G is connected by 
[7 Lemma 11. The 2-local subgroups are a-constrained by [&Theorem 41. 
Let A be an element in SCNs(2) containing an element of c’(2). Here U(2) 
is a 4-group normal in a Sylow a-group S and in the center if the center of S 
is noncyclic. Such an A exists by Lemma 3.1. Let Q be a maximal A invariant 
group of odd order. It is a 3-group as a p-element is self centralizing. By the 
transitivity theorem [5-8.5.41 there is only one such subgroup as 
C(A) = A x D where D is a 3-group. Therefore Q is invariant under S. 
PIYTOW w, == (O(C(a)), a E A#) is contained in Q as there is only one maximal 
A invariant subgroup of odd order which must contain O(C(a)) for each 
a E A*. In particular Wk has odd order. If W, + e, [7-Theorem C] provides 
a contradiction. This means W, = e and in particular Oa(C(a)) = e for all 
a in A#. However, this contradicts Theorem 4.1. 
LEMMA 6.2. lf G is a simple group of order p * 3a - 2b, there are irredu&bEe 
characters of degree 3” and 2b. takeover O,(H) = e if H is a 24ocal subgroup 
and O,(H) = e if H is a 3-local subgroup. The only nonprincipal y-blocks ate 
of defect 0 for q = 2, 3. Finally 3 6 na . 
Proof. The statement can be verified directly for the groups listed in ES]. 
For any other group, 2 E rr4 by Lemma 6.1. The group is of characteristic 2 
type 163 and so by [6-Theorem 11 or Corollary 3.3 all 2-blocks are of 
defect 0. In particular, there is a character of degree 2b. This means 
B(2) n B(3) n B”(p) is empty and so by Lemma 5.3, B(3) has defect 0. 
Therefore, there is a character of degree 3”. Using [l&Corollary I], Lemma 
5.3, and Lemma 3.1 we see the condition on the local subgroups holds. 
Also the only nonprincipal q-blocks are of defect zero by Lemma 5.3 if 
q = 2 or 3. Finally, 3 6 ~a by Theorem 4.1 and the restriction on the 3-local 
subgroups. 
We have the following relation between a, b, and p. 
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COROLLARY 6.31. In a simple group of order p - 3” * 2”, l/p < 2”/3O < p. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.2 there are degrees of characters 3” and 2”. Therefore 
32a + 226 < p . 3” * 2”. 
This means 
g+g<p 
and the Corollary follows. 
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